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TASM-e-News SEPTEMBER 2017 
 

 

Hi everyone, 

Yes you may be wondering why you’re receiving your Term 4 newsletter now but I will be away throughout 

October and the committee felt it was better to get the newsletter out earlier rather than 

later.  Please read Cynthia’s chair message and all that is contained in our newsletter.  She 

has written an extremely relevant article on PD for music teachers so please take the time 

to read it.  Don’t forget about our James Madsen PD coming up in October. There will be a 

mini-newsletter later in Term 4 so please let us know if there’s  

anything you’d like included. 
 

CHAIRPERSON’S MESSAGE 

 Hi all and welcome to our final newsletter for the year. It has been, as all years are, an extremely 

busy year with many exciting music opportunities around the state. I recently went to a workshop with Jon 

Madin held by TOSA and it is always wonderful to play his marimbas, ride on his musical bikes, play 

encellos, and jump on the many musical boxes he has made, that are either tuned with bell type sounds or 

are percussion sounds. Jon is currently touring the state bringing much joy to many students and adults 

alike. Thank you TOSA for organising this tour.  

TASME is also presenting a workshop in Launceston with James Madsen on Saturday the 21st of October 

from 10am – 4pm at Scotch Oakburn, Junior School. James presented at Tutti in Hobart, January 2016 and 

was extremely well received and he also recently presented at ECPA in August. James is an educator himself 

and has great resources from Kinder through to Year 12. We are very excited to have James coming to 

share some of his ideas with us and hope that you can also join us.  

One of the schools I work for, Illawarra Primary School, recently held a concert to raise money for MusicArt 

Society in Nepal. The school raised well over $200 through a gold coin donation from those both attending 

and performing at the concert. All pieces were original compositions from either Nepal or Illawarra Primary 

and it just shows how music education can bring so much more meaning in bringing cultures together. Both 

students from MusicArt Society and Illawarra have learnt a lot about each other, even skyping with each 

other earlier in the year. Music has real power in making valuable cross curricular links and even more 

importantly creating empathy, acceptance, diversity and a sense of citizenship. It has been a privilege to 

have shared this experience between our two countries.  

The TASME committee is busy planning for our next state-wide conference which will be held on Friday the 

23rd and Saturday the 24th of March, 2018. If you are able, please start letting your Principals know now 

that you need a training day on Friday the 23rd. As in 2018 we have the roll out of the Australian Arts 

Curriculum, we will have a heavy focus on making direct links to ACARA. We were fortunate enough to have 
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received a grant from the Department of Education, Tasmania and we are closely working alongside them 

to assist teachers, particularly new teachers in developing a systematic and sequential developmental plan 

through the curriculum. It would be great to enter into discussion about this topic and how we moderate 

our tasks for students at particular stages of their music education.  

With Christmas right around the corner, I hope you all have a good build up to the exciting and exhausting 

part of the year for many of us music educators. Looking forward in seeing many of you at our next 

workshop with James on the 21st of October.  

Cheers 

Cynthia Howard 

Chair - TASME 

 

 

 

After the National AGM we held in July in Melbourne  

the following people were elected 

 

ASME National Executive  

  President    Secretary 

  Dr Antony Hubmayer   Mrs Wendy Ross 

 

  Immediate Past President  Treasurer 

  Dr Bradley Merrick   Dr Jennifer Rosevear 

 

  Vice-President    Publications Editor 

  Mrs Robyn Veitch   Professor David Forrest 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

If you or your school would like to make a donation 

towards the work of MusicArt Society, Nepal 

Please use the banking details below and be sure to 

reference it as “Nepal”  

 

Direct Deposit 

Australian Society for Music Education 

BSB 067100 

Acc No 28011437 

Reference – Nepal 
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MEMBER PROFILE 

Conor O’Brien 

I studied violin and theory of music through Trinity College London and worked my way up the ranks and various 

orchestras at Launceston’s St. Cecilia School of Music.  After attaining an ATCL in violin, I began teaching my own violin 

students from about 19 years of age.  I did this for a few years while studying a Bachelor of Education at the University 

of Tasmania, with the intention of becoming a Primary school teacher.  I continued to work with the St. Cecilia School 

of Music as a violinist and contrabass player in the Chamber Orchestra and I also directed a choir for teenagers and 

young adults.  I began to teach violin at various schools around Launceston but it wasn’t until I was employed at Scotch 

Oakburn College in 2001, that I became a classroom music teacher.  While working as Director of Strings at Scotch 

Oakburn and coordinating various string orchestras, quartets, celtic ensembles and contemporary rock bands, I took a 

2 ½ year sabbatical to teach English as a Second Language in Warsaw, Poland.  During this period I also dedicated some 

time to composition, and Poland is where I took much of my inspiration for my first major work for string orchestra.  

This overseas experience definitely enhanced my teaching ability and I felt inspired and reinvigorated upon my return 

to Tasmania and Scotch Oakburn College.   

 

I have enjoyed performing in other local ensembles and bands while practising as a teacher and this fusion of 

experiences has allowed me to enjoy my passion for music and for teaching.  I really enjoy working with students from 

various year levels and my number one goal is to inspire them all to enjoy and love music, even if some of them might 

say “music is not for me”, this just gives me more of an incentive to try even harder.  It is so very rewarding when I see 

these students get up and perform in front of their peers or even at a school concert, but the greatest reward is seeing 

them take happiness from their musical experiences. 

 

TASME offers music teachers in Tasmania, Australia and the World, an opportunity to connect with each other and 

share their ideas and experiences.  The opportunities to develop our skills professionally are certainly valuable to us all.      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=tasme - australian society for music education, tasmanian branch
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Action Research Project 

Cynthia Howard 

How do we know, as an organisation, if the training we deliver is beneficial to teachers, and how does this 

training directly benefit student learning? 

 

Introduction - Background 

This Action Research Project comes out of a need to provide quality and ongoing training for specialist 

music educators. In Tasmanian, Australia, specific music training has been delivered mainly by private 

operators or voluntary organisations. The Australian Society of Music Education – Tasmanian Branch, 

TASME, which is made up of a group of volunteer music educators, received a grant from the Tasmanian 

Department of Education (DoE) in July 2017. The DoE stipulated that the money provided for a conference 

supported departmental teachers, along with additional funds for a one day workshop to be held with 

James Madsen in October 2017. The DoE stressed the importance of making clear and direct curriculum 

links for each workshop delivered to assist new and existing teachers gain clear and sequential guidelines to 

their teaching and assessment. In addition the DoE has asked for lines of communication to be maintained 

throughout this phase and for a report on the activities and success of the trainings plus an acquittal of 

funds be made available by the end of May 2018. Such a grant is recognition for the need for ongoing 

quality training for Tasmanian music educators.  

 

TASME is experienced at organising such events, but as yet there has not been a requirement for 

presenters to make direct links to curriculum documents, although these are often provided with an 

assumption that educators are using current curriculum documents to inform their teaching practice. To 

further address the DoE’s request all presenters will include links to curriculum documents in their 

presentation which is timely for the 2018 rollout of the Australian Arts Curriculum. A question however that 

arises is, ‘how do we know, as an organisation, if the training we deliver is beneficial to educators and how 

does this training directly benefit student learning?’  

 

As part of some post graduate studies I decided to develop an ‘Action Research Project’. With some time 

constraints, I decided to devise an idea that could benefit the overall aim of making direct curriculum links 

in teacher training and in recorded learning outcomes for students. I decided to develop my own personal 

model from trainings I have previously received. By concentrating on one specific training, ICT with Katie 

Wardrobe at the National Australian Society of Education (ASME) Conference in Melbourne, July 2017, I 

decided to use current curriculum links and deliver a unit of work where I could make personal 

observations of student learning outcomes. As there is little documentation of what specific skills students 

have gained other than from formative assessment, I wanted to develop a model that showed clear 

documentation of student progression which could be related back to training that I had received with 

specific links to the curriculum. Questions that arose were, ‘What learning and assessment is being 

recorded on student learning? What levels of accountability are being kept on student learning?’ 

 

Current state of assessment 

In my eight years or teaching, I have never been held to account for my teaching. Only when I received full 

teacher registration did I have a senior teacher observing my teaching. Senior staff don’t ask for planning 

and there have been limited peer teaching opportunities made available to me with observations being 

conducted by either generalists or senior teachers with little or no knowledge of the music curriculum or 
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my skill set. This lack of accountability is cause for concern and is another area worthy of further 

investigation. While accountability is essential to documented learning outcomes, worthwhile training and 

how it is delivered in the classroom is also an important aspect of improving teaching practise.  

 

Literature 

The United Nations (UNESCO, 2006) states that it is vital for students to receive a high quality of Arts 

education. Through international declarations and conventions, every individual should have equal access 

and opportunity to develop a full and harmonious progression in cultural and artistic life. With culture and 

the Arts seen as essential for individuals to gain a comprehensive education, Arts education is considered a 

universal human right. Following on from this statement UNESCO (2006) points out that for Arts Education 

to be delivered to a high quality, skilled professionals require the materials, resources and supports to 

achieve quality outcomes. All teachers need to be given opportunities to improve their instructional 

competencies and responsibilities for shared and facilitated learning. For this to happen, teachers require 

relevant and effective training (UNESCO, 2006). 

 

With Australia being a large country with a small population, education policies vary from state to state. In 

past years Australia has had individual state curriculums and only recently has devised a national education 

curriculum, ‘The Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority known as ACARA (Suthers, 

2008). This diversity between states and territories reflects a history of separated and fragmented British 

colonies growing up in isolation through the nineteenth century. States and territories have developed 

separate government departments, ministers, statutory authorities, government and non-government 

schools, independent and individual schools all of which have determined policies and practices on 

curriculum, course accreditation, resource, and teacher professional development, (Press & Hayes as cited 

in Suthers, 2008). 

 

Music education is seen as a small and not important aspect of education (Suthers, 2008). There are few 

votes in music education however in 2005 the Australian Government funded a National Review of School 

Music Education (Pascoe et al. 2005). This was an important acknowledgment of the importance of music 

education, however most if not all of its recommendations have not been addressed some twelve years 

later.  

 

The National Review noted the lack of music education training for both pre-service and graduate teachers 

which was considered at least mixed, leaving many teachers lacking confidence to implement effective 

music programs (Pascoe et al., 2005). The report stated considerable variations within the quality of 

teaching and teacher training, and a need to support music educators and schools to better support their 

teachers in curriculum support materials, advisory services, mentoring, and professional development 

(Pascoe et al., 2005).  

 

According to Hoegh-Guldberg (2013) classroom music is only offered in 37% of Australian primary schools 

from a 2009 survey. The survey reported higher proportions of primary music education in the states of 

Tasmania, Western Australia and Queensland. In Tasmania and Queensland virtually all public primary 

schools and all independent schools across the country employ specialist music teachers (Watson, 2014), 

meaning that in the larger states of NSW and Victoria there is minimal music instruction given to public 

school students. Tasmania and Queensland are in a unique situation having such a high proportion of music 
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specialist teachers however it is difficult to find literature on the training needs of music specialists with 

significantly more research concentrated on larger states focusing on the lack of music skills and support 

for generalist teachers. Perhaps this explains a reason for a lack of understanding and commitment to 

maintain ongoing training for specialist music teachers in Tasmania.  

 

Hargreaves as cited in the National Review, claims that there is a need for specialist trained music teachers 

in primary schools, stating that specialist teachers deliver the most effective music programs to students 

with a high level of personal involvement, passion and commitment. The National Review points out that 

there is an urgent need to address the quality of music teaching and for the continuation of high quality 

teacher training (Pascoe et al., 2005).  

 

Music teaching is considered the most challenging job in the teaching profession with teachers being 

susceptible to stress and burnout according to Haack and Smith (as cited in Pascoe et al., 2005). In order to 

maintain and attract high quality teachers’ serious attention needs to address issues around appropriate 

induction and retainment, teacher value and workload considerations along with the provision of ongoing 

professional training (Evers as cited in Pascoe et al., 2005).  To add to these pressures, many music teachers 

give up their own time to attend weekend workshops or summer seminars, requiring travelling and 

accommodation costs. Such workshops accommodate high-priority requirements, often neglecting the 

specific needs of teacher circumstances (Bowles as cited in Battersby & Verdi, 2015).   

 

A recent study by Battersby and Verdi (2015) put forward the notion of developing a Professional Learning 

Community or a PLC model online (shared common goals promoting a collaborative community of practice) 

to allow music teachers to engage with each other in an online learning platform. Battersby and Verdi 

(2015) claimed that such platforms increases the rates of interaction for teachers in face-to-face 

professional development with earlier studies finding that teachers who engaged in online learning gained 

greater rates of interaction than those who participated in face-to-face professional development (Lowry as 

cited in Battersby & Verdi, 2015).  

 

Sadly school leadership and administration regularly marginalise music teachers when designing 

professional development leaving the music teacher in a position where they are expected to engage in 

irrelevant issues to their specific learning and teaching requirements. Leading to further isolation music 

educators are then assigned to professional development groups that are tailored to classroom or 

generalist teachers of other subject areas (Sindberg & Lipscomb as cited in Battersby & Verdi, 2015). If 

school policy and senior staff value and require professional development for arts specialists, then arts 

teachers need to be afforded the same professional opportunities as other teachers (Battersby & Verdi, 

2015).  

 

For the effective implementation of online PLCs for music educators there needs to be a wholehearted 

commitment by teachers and administrators to make such a reform a reality. Developing PLC communities 

is a long term project, giving teachers an opportunity to share ideas, lesson plans, curriculum content, to 

gain increased educational outcomes for students.  Battersby and Verdi (2015) claim that PLCs can limit 

teacher isolation, minimising teacher attrition and burnout. Whether there is the will to implement PLC 

teams in Tasmania remains to be seen, as has been discussed in previous years. Regardless it appears 

evident from the literature that there is research needed to address the inequity of relevant professional 
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development for music specialists as well as a need for music educators to continue working together to 

develop cohesive, sequential and developmental programs throughout the curriculum. 

 

Action Research Plan 

I am currently running a unit of work for Grade 5 & 6 students. We are looking at form and compositional 

techniques through the use of online internet programs.  

Form relates to the structure of a piece of music such as an introduction, verse, pre-chorus, chorus, bridge 

and coda (the end). As young composers, students will engage in online software programs demonstrating 

how they create form and structure in their own compositions.   

 

TASK 

Students will learn two different online software programs. Two programs can be utilised from the 

following online programs, ‘Incredibox version 4, beepbox, HTML5 Drum Machine, and the Isle of Tune. 

Students will learn how to use these programs, make recordings and save their work. Once students have 

experimented with the programs gaining a solid understanding of the software, they will design a ‘Binary’ 

(two part) contrasting composition as a minimum standard. There is flexibility for students to be extended. 

 

The professional training I received was with Katie Wardrobe at the ASME conference in Melbourne, July 

2017. Katie demonstrated many online software programs, sharing musical ideas, but with no direct 

curriculum links. In considering this training I decided to concentrate on from and structure, one of the 

elements of music. This task covers many other music concepts within the music curriculum as well as cross 

curriculum links.  

 

ACARA 

From the Australian Curriculum ACARA (2017) areas highlighted are to be assessed while other components 

students may be taken into account.  

Assessment: Years 5 & 6 ACARA (2017) Music Curriculum 

The main area of assessment is from; 

CAMUM090 – Rehearse and perform music including music they have composed by improvising, sourcing 

and arranging ideas and making decisions to engage an audience (ACARA, 2017).  

 

The descriptors within this standard are; 

 improvising and experimenting with combinations of sounds and technologies to create moods and 

atmospheres  

 organising, developing and refining ideas by experimenting with structure  

 exploring rhythm, pitch and dynamics and expression to create contrast, repetition and balance to 

develop compositions for performance  

 Considering viewpoints – forms and elements: For example – Which style of music is this? What 

musical clues helped you to decide?  

 presenting performances using internet-based technologies, including social media  

 

From this unit of work students will be able to ‘organise, develop and refine ideas by experimenting with 

structure (form) using internet-based technologies’. 
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Student prior learning: - Through previous years of music education and formative assessments students 

have looked at form through a range of musical units taught from Prep through to Year 6 using various 

sources but in particularly from the annual ‘Music Count Us In’ song. Music Australia annually chooses a 

select number of students to compose a song that is disseminated to teachers and students across Australia 

to promote music education in schools. As part of my delivery of this annual song, I discuss form and 

structure with students. In this Action Research Project students are asked to build on this understanding 

by creating their own structure in an online digital musical composition. The task is to be simple to begin 

with complexities and/or extensions developed as we progress through the unit.  

 

Materials: - Five personal/school computers, headphones for all students, shared head jacks. Students will 

work in groups of four or five, experiment and create a composition. For classes who have a device for each 

student, students work can be completed either individually or in groups of up to five. Students can and are 

encouraged to assist others.  

 

Variables: – are there enough devices, are devices working with the current software, do students know 

how to open, save and close files, is the internet working.  

 

Observation Techniques: - Kember and Kelly (1993) 

 Records – Reflection through keeping a diary (and through class notes). 

 Feedback from students – Open and closed questions (yet to be designed). 

 Diagnostic devices – Student assessment (yet to be assessed). 

 

Conclusion  

It is vital that all students receive a quality music education, and in order for this to happen teachers need 

to receive quality professional development opportunities. There needs to be a commitment from both 

governments, administrators and educators to be open to new possibilities, to collaborate together and be 

open to new ideas. Online professional learning communities offer an opportunity for music educators to 

explore new possibilities, allowing for the sharing of ideas and planning, and limiting teacher isolation. 

However training is delivered, through PLCs, the continuation of workshops and trainings or a combination 

the literature states that quality training is essential in improving teacher efficacy and student outcomes. 

All teachers need to continually improve their pedagogical capabilities through continued training and all 

areas of the curriculum need to be taught and more importantly shared effectively with all learners 

(UNESCO, 2006). 
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ASME National Conference 2017 

Dave McNamara 

The biennial ASME national conference was held in the last school holidays in Melbourne. The theme of this 

year’s conference was “Uniting Voices”, a nod to the many and varied situations where music is taught and 

the diverse range of methods and philosophies we use as a community to achieve the same end-goal of 

educating and guiding the next generation of musicians.  

The conference opened with an inspiring keynote address by Deborah Cheetham, in which she discussed 

her life growing up as an indigenous person, progressing as a singer (who was told she couldn’t sing well 

enough to be in the school choir at one stage!), to the present where she has her own opera company 

‘short black opera’. The second keynote speaker was Martin Fautley from the University of Birmingham. He 

delved into the world of curriculum and assessment in Music Education. Some of his ideas about the role of 

assessment, as well as the possibilities for future progress in resisting over-assessment and the formalizing 

of the informal formative assessment that we as music educators have been doing well for generations 

rang particularly true. David Forrest finished the conference as the third keynote speaker. He spoke about 

the evolution of ASME and the role it has played in lobbying and public policy.  

Among the workshops and presentations that I was able to attend, which was only the tip of the iceberg of 

what was available, were: 

 Studying style: an integrated approach to the junior secondary school classroom 

 Contextual factors influencing secondary music teachers' use of student self-reflection instructional 

and assessment practices in music performance learning 

 Panel Session - "Uniting Voices” 

 The use of digital media in the music classroom 

 Teaching Performance Excellence 

 Re- Dreaming – Innovative Ideas For Teaching Using Indigenous Australian Music 

 The Benefits of Barbershop in Your School 

 Every student has a voice: making music the ‘best’ subject in school 

 Folk Rhythm and Life: A community music festival 

 Rediscovering Australian Music: Unity in Diversity 

 The evolution of the integrated Arts Education Curriculum in Taiwan 

 Cultural Identity: An exploration of Country as part of the cross curriculum priorities through the 

Arts (A Tasmanian Perspective) – presented by our very own Cynthia Howard! 

 Fifty years of instrumental music programs in Australian government schools: uniting voices 

All of these sessions were informative and worth attending, as much for the discussion and self-reflection 

that occurred during and afterwards as the content included in the presentations.  

I highly recommend attending or presenting at a future National Conference, as the range and depth of 

research and practical workshops serves to be a truly refreshing and inspiring ‘shot in the arm’ for the 

music teacher who often works in relative isolation. Thanks to the organisers and to my school, Mount 

Carmel College, for supporting my attendance this year. 
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ASME National Highlight  
Cynthia Howard 

  
Deborah Cheetham’s keynote speech was engaging and inspirational as she took us on a journey of some of 
the challenges in her life and her ancestors. Deborah draws much of her experience from being a high 
school music teacher, now a composer, singer and aboriginal woman, she gave her audience a great insight 
into aboriginal music and culture, claiming aboriginal music to be the longest continuing form of music 
education. She challenged our thoughts by saying a song is not just a song, it is a map to our own identity. 
All knowledge in aboriginal culture was handed down by song, dance and art. She states that our song is 
our knowledge to the world. 
  
The theme for this year’s ASME conference was, ‘uniting voices’ and Deborah continues with her view of 
song, saying a song is knowledge of where we have been, which includes European invasion. A composition 
is for all to know of their ancestors and to lay our ancestors to rest, for peace between two warring 
factions, the Europeans and the Aboriginal People. Again, a song is not just a song, it is a way home. Her 
thought provoking words gave me time to reflect that I and my ancestors are also part of a song, and part 
of Australia’s song. We are all living a song, we are all living culture right now, and therefore our children 
are also living a song right now.  
  
Deborah encourages us to know more, to move beyond our best intentions to being well informed, to not 
forget but unite our voices. She encourages us all to find the opportunity for peace and she also claims that 
it is every child’s right to have access to quality music education to be able to be able to express their song. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MUSIC TEACHERS RELIEF LIST  
Name Primary/Secondary/other Region Contact details 

Jen Miller Primary Music/Primary Hobart & 
surrounds 

0499 016 754 
jenmillerpianolessons@gmail.com 

Catherine Johnston Flute, violin, band/orchestra Hobart 0415 122 367 

Kate Gray K - 12 Southern 0407 246 638 

Louise Volkmann K-8, band, choir (Wed/Thur only) Southern 0419 006 569 

DATE CLAIMER FOR THE 

2018 TASME CONFERENCE 

Frid & Sat March 23 – 24, 2018 

mailto:jenmillerpianolessons@gmail.com
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Please send items & articles to  
TASM-e-News 2017 Editor Andrea Marks 

Please send all copy to: amarks@cst.tas.edu.au  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Don’t forget that Music Count Us In is not far away.  It all happens on 2 November 2017 and there are 

some amazing resources available to go with the recently released song.  
Resources include: 

 A suite of lesson plans 

 Braille scores (available on request) 

 Song tracks (MP3 files) 

 Teaching Videos 

 Scores for all sorts of school music ensembles 

 An animated video clip  

 An Indigenous translation (available August/September) 

 An Auslan translation (available September) 

These resources are available to all who would like to get involved in Music: Count Us In 2017. We already 

have over 3,200 school registered to be involved – and it is the biggest year ever. Help us make it even 

bigger! Register now to join us in song on Celebration Day, Thursday 2 November. 

 

 

Click here for further information. 
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